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The new season is about to start! The first games are Thursday, August 24. The teams have
done try outs and practice session after practice session with their coaches, all getting ready. I hope
that you are also ready. Could you go out and do a game this afternoon?
There have been some questions about the shirts that high school officials should wear this
year. As you may recall, the NFHS rule is that officials wear a state approved shirt. (Rule 5.1.3 a) The
OSAA adoption is that high school referees in Oregon will wear the USSF referee shirt. USSF adopted a
slightly new shirt design last year. USSF has approved wearing the ‘old style’ shirts through 2018. For
Oregon high school games, it is perfectly acceptable to “mix and match” new and old style shirts on the
same crew. The crew does have to match colors, however.
Besides our own uniforms, we have to inspect player uniforms and equipment before the game.
This is just preventive officiating. Your inspection should be informal. No lining them up and checking
them off against the roster. Please be diligent about uniform inspections from the start of the season.
We are most likely to see oddball stuff, uniforms and equipment that do not meet NFHS rules, at the
beginning of the season. Shirt color rules (Rule 4.1) only apply in varsity games. Below that level, shirts
just have to contrast with each other. Be sure players are wearing shin guards of a reasonable size and
are wearing them properly, no more than two inches above their ankles. This is for their protection.
Player safety is job one, particularly in high school, even if the players don’t always understand why we
are requiring this.
Work through the coach to deal with uniform problems. It is possible to be friendly, polite and
professional about this and still get them legally and properly equipped before the game starts. But we
do have to speak up. Remember that we must ask the head coach for both teams before the game if
their players are or will be before game time, legally and properly equipped. If a whole team’s uniforms
do not comply with rule 4, please discuss this with their coach. We want to give the players the chance
to play and represent their school. Any variations from NFHS uniform rules that you allow so the game
can be played should be included in your game report.
Likewise, particularly early in the season, you may encounter facilities that are not
correct. Your number one priority in this area is player (and referee!) safety. There can be no
compromise about safety. Remember that team areas do not have to be marked, even though schools
are strongly encouraged to do so by OSAA. Even athletic tape on the ground is better than nothing.
Work with the home school’s representative to correct any issues. Any problems that can’t be fixed and
which don’t affect safety or fairness of the game should be reported to your commissioner through your

game report. Just marking field conditions as “terrible” is not sufficient. The commissioner is going to
need details in order to approach the school. Like uniforms, problems are most likely to crop up at the
start of the season.
The big facilities issue is usually goals being secured to the ground. If they are not secured (sand
bags on the back bar or otherwise incapable of tipping over), they must be secured before the game can
begin. No exceptions! No “we’ve never had to do this before” excuses. It’s been a lot of years since the
rule was adopted. We realize that some games are played off campus, usually in a public park, and the
home school has little or no control over the facilities. Sorry. That may be a reason there is a problem,
but we still absolutely cannot play with unsecured goals at any level, even if that means that the game
cannot be played today.
We, the coaches and the referees, are the adults out there, giving these high school players the
chance to be part of a team, show their skills and represent their school. We are there to bring justice
to the game. When player behavior begins to approach the line or crosses it, we need to let them know
that. There will always be some players who do things they shouldn’t do. Our goal is to get them back
under control so they and everybody else out there can play the game.
Work with their coaches and even their teammates to make this happen. Every year, I hear
some horror stories about referees and/or coaches from other states. I don’t think we have much of
that in Oregon. Let’s keep it that way! There is no reason to start with an adversarial approach and it is
very, very rare that approach will make things better during the game. Less than 00.02% of the coaches
were sent off last year during high school games in our state, but the number isn’t zero. None of us,
coaches or referees, are perfect, but we can almost always work together for the good of the players,
their schools and the game.
Good luck with your season. Feel free to contact me with any questions or issues you have.
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